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03.07.2014

Dear Mr. Gianni Infantino,

We the Trabzonspor supporters which are willing honest football in Turkey, are happy to 
hear that UEFA has decided to launch an investigation on Trabzonspor. We are thankful for 
this disincentive support of yours which to be ensuring our club to stay clean in the future 
as well, no matter what the result of investigation will be.

Because, we love our club that could not receive a championship cup in Turkey for 30 
years for believing that  it is a clean one and wish it to stay like this always. Whether there 
are any executive of ours who get involved into any corruption today or in the past, we 
want them to be enjoined from football by the UEFA without any tolerance.  

We do not have any doubt that this decision of investigation about Trabzonspor relies on a 
serious accusation which is raised by a reliable source and supported with concrete proofs. 
We expect contents of this investigation such as Videos, Transcripts, Photographs, Money 
transfers to be shared with us after the investigation for us and the public for us to be able 
to suspend those executives who are subjected to this investigation immediately from our 
club.  

Furthermore, in case these accusations to be brought in being true, we wish our club 
Trabzonspor to be dropped from the league as much as the amount of rigged games in 
the direction of “Astana Regulations” legitimately. This will be providing us to be purified if 
our body is infected.  

These possible bold and just penal sanctions of yours will be making not only our club, but 
also UEFA transparent. Because ever-increasing rumours in Turkey are on concealed rig 
scheme are dismissed by UEFA whose some executives are tied up with Turkey-based 
bribes.  You will  also  be  refuting  those rumours  after  penalising  our  club  Trabzonspor 
legitimately and by dropping it from the league, if it is involved into a rig. And we will 
be sure about your honestly work and never permitting rig cases in Turkey and therefore 
we will  drop our  intention to take above-mentioned rumours  to  the international  and 
Switzerland’s Federal courts. 

We appreciate your conveying these wishes of ours to the Disciplinary Body. 

Kind Regards,

Trabzonspor Supporter/Club Member: ……….   ……………
Occupation :
City, Country : 
Phone :


